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Abstract
Extracting and interpreting the information contained in large sets of time-varying three di-
mensional positional data for the constituent atoms of simulated material system is a challenging
task. This thesis work reports our initial implementation of a web-based visualization system
and its use-case study. The system allows the users to perform the desired visualization task
on a web browser for the position-time series data extracted from the local or remote hosts. It
involves a pre-processing step for data reduction, which involves skipping uninteresting parts of
the data uniformly (at full atomic configuration level) or non-uniformly (at atomic species level
or individual atom level). Atomic configuration at a given time step (snapshot) is rendered using
the ball-stick representation and can be animated by rendering successive configurations. The
entire atomic dynamics can be captured as the trajectories by rendering the atomic positions at
all time steps together as points. The trajectories can be manipulated at both species and atomic
levels so that we can focus on one or more trajectories of interest. They can be color-coded ac-
cording to the additional information including the time elapsed and the distance traveled. The
instantaneous atomic structure and the complete trajectories can be superimposed to help assess
the 3D geometries and extents of the selected trajectories. The implementation was done using
WebGL and Three.js for graphical rendering, HTML5 and Javascript for GUI, and Elasticsearch
and JSON for data storage and retrieval within the Grails Framework. We have demonstrated the
usefulness of our visualization system by analyzing the simulated position-time series for proton-
bearing forsterite (Mg2SiO4) system – an abundant mineral of Earths upper mantle. Visualization
reveals that protons (hydrogen ions) incorporated as interstitials are much more mobile than pro-
tons substituting the host Mg and Si cation sites. The proton diffusion appears to be anisotropic
with high mobility along the x-direction, showing limited discrete jumps in other two directions.
Our work at the present represents a simplistic (direct) web-based rendering of large atomic data
sets. While the atomic structure can be animated at an interactive rate, the trajectory processing
is slow, taking several minutes. We anticipate to further improve the system and use it in gaining




Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [1] generate immense amounts of positional data
for the constituent atoms or molecules of the simulated real material system. The dataset is
represented in the form of atomic configurations, corresponding to several snapshots. It is a
three-dimentional, time-varying dataset. Visualization of these scattered MD data can greatly
help in gaining meaningful insights into the structural and dynamical behavior of the materials
system. The product of the total number of atoms in a single snapshot (i.e., atomic configuration)
and the total number of snapshots (or time steps) determines the total size of the data. Different
approaches have been used to manipulate the data and have a rapid navigation through the data.
The two approaches commonly followed are animation and particle trajectories [5, 7].
Animation [6, 7] helps us visualize the system’s configuration at each time step. It goes
through all successive steps fast enough to show a smooth animation of the mobile atoms or
molecules. The three-dimentional coordinates of individual atoms are generally represented as
spheres (balls). We can show interatomic bonds/connections by sticks for better representation
of atomic arrangements. However, we cannot develop an overall picture of the dynamical system
through animation because of the disconnected information between different time steps. This
leads us to another approach, i.e., particle trajectories [6, 7] which allow a complete representa-
tion of atomic position-time series data as points, thus enabling us to visualize the entire simula-
tion information. The particle (atomic) trajectories can be further coded based on time elapsed,
distance from the center, or total distance travelled. Here, the color of each pixel representing
each position can be varied based on the colormap selected. Furthermore, we can superimpose
the atomic structure with the atomic trajectories in such a way that maximum information can be
retrieved. For instance, a particular species or atom can have its full trajectory rendered while
remaining species or atoms can just be rendered as spheres at any time step.
1
In this work, we develop a user friendly web-based implementation of such atomic visual-
ization system which can visualize the atomic position-time series data in the form of animation
and trajectories. The material system used in this study is forsterite (Mg2SiO4) which is consid-
ered to be one of the most abundant minerals of Earth’s upper mantle [22]. The forsterite is an
orthorhombic structure consisting of Si-O tetrahedra with Mg atoms in the background. The sim-
ulated system of our concern contains 16 Mg2SiO4 formula units in the perfect crystal so it has
total 112 atoms (16 magnesium, 32 silicon, 64 oxygen). For visualization analysis, we consider
proton (hydrogen ion) defects in Mg2SiO4 incorporated as interstitials or at Mg/Si-vacant sites
and explore the movement patterns of these protons.
1.1 Related Work
Spatio-temporal data sets are usually generated by numerical simulations like molecular dy-
namics. The data size can vary considerably consisting of hundered atoms to several thousands,
to several millions, and also consisting of time steps from a few thousands to hundreds of thou-
sands, to millions. Interactive visualization of such data is challenging and has been widely
studied. Here, we review some existing visualization systems of relevance to our work.
1.1.1 Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
VMD belongs to the most advanced programs and is distributed free of charge and open-
sourced under UIUC (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Open Source License [16]. Due
to numerous visualization modes as well as built-in parsing plug-ins and collection of structure
manipulation and visualization tools, VMD can process a wide variety of formats. It is written in
C++ and utilizes Python plugins [16]. However, it does not provide much flexibility to the user
to manipulate their positional data set based on their analysis requirement. These manipulations
could result into multiple data formats. Also, it is a desktop-based application and needs to be
installed on the local computer.
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1.1.2 BALL/BALLView
BALL [15] (Biochemical Algorithms Library) is an application framework implemented in
C++ which consists of various algorithms, data structures and classes and is useful for developing
biochemical applications specifically designed for Rapid Software Prototyping. Other remark-
able features includes file import/export, analysis, modification, visualization, python scripting
interface, etc. BALLView is a stand-alone molecule visualization application built using QT GUI
toolkit and BALL framework. However, visualization and analysis of system dynamics of large
data sets and treating each species and atoms within the species individually is difficult to achieve
using BALL.
1.1.3 Jmol/JSmol
Jmol [14] is significantly different from most of the aforementioned applications because it is
written in Java, making it not only cross-platform by default but also suitable for web deployment
via Java applets. It is a lightweight program having virtually no features besides molecule visu-
alization. A fall-back solution (JSmol), implemented using JavaScript-only (HTML5/WebGL)
version, can be used on computers with no Java. However, it has poor performance in Internet
Explorer and Opera, and JavaScript is much more slower than Java [14]. The desktop application,
Java applet, JavaScript alternative and a module that can be integrated into any Java application
(JmolViewer) are free and open-source under GNU LGPL (lessser general public license) [8]. It
doesnot provide molecular trajectory visualization and manipulation settings.
1.1.4 AtomViz
AtomViz [5] is a visualization application (developed at Louisiana State University) intended
to address the rendering and analysis needs of atomic data generated from first principles molec-
ular dynamics simulations. It is a platform dependent software built in C/C++ and works only
on windows operating system. The format of the data sets we use in this study is similar to that
AtomViz uses. Previously, we tried working on the AtomViz system inorder to make it more sta-
ble, usable and user friendly. Because of its complex nature and limitations, we prefer to develop
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a new web-based application which is platform independent and allows interactive visualization
of more diverse data sets.
1.2 Statement of Problem
This work focuses on the implementation of web-based interactive atomistic visualization of
the atomic positional dataset from molecular dynamics simulations. Data loading of moderately
large-sized datasets in a light weight web application is a challenge. Rendering atomic trajectories
in a flexible way to analyze their geometries and extents in the 3D space is desirable. Also,
superimposing the atomic structures (or configurations) at a time step allows us to examine the
trajectories in relation to the background structure. We want to explore the dynamical behavior
of protonic defects in Mg2SiO4 (forsterite) system for understanding the underlying mechanism
of proton mediated electrical conduction in this key mineral.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The organization of the remaining of the dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we explain
the concept of web based visualization, the WebGL graphics pipeline and the languages and tech-
niques used in the system implementation. In Chapter 3, we talk about position-time series data
generated from molecular dynamics simulations and the forsterite (Mg2SiO4) system. In Chapter
4, we describe the methods followed for data manipulation and data reduction. In Chapter 5, we
present the concepts used for data rendering, their structural modeling and dynamical properties,
and superimposition strategies. We also present the time analysis of the system. In Chapter 6, we
present the visualization-based analysis of Mg2SiO4 forsterite system containing proton defects,




WebGL and HTML5 are the major languages chosen for developing the project. Different
techniques used for data storage, data manipulation, data rendering, and creation of GUI are
briefly dicussed along with the high level system architecture.
2.1 WebGL and Three.js
WebGL [19] is a web standard for low-level 3D graphics API (Application Programming
Interface) which is based on OpenGL ES (Open Graphics Library for Embedded System) and is
exposed to ECMAScript (Eurpean Computer Manufacturers Association Script) via the HTML5
(Hypertext Markup Language version 5) canvas element. It is a shader-based API using GLSL
(OpenGL Shader Language) which brings plugin-free 3D to web and is supported by major
browser vendors like: Google (Chrome), Apple (Safari), Mozilla (Firefox), and Microsoft (Edge).
It is a cross-platform and royalty-free API. The Figure 2.1, shows the graphics pipe-line of We-
bGL.
Figure 2.1: WebGL graphics pipe-line
Shader language code [10] is the control code in any WebGL application which is written in
JavaScript and communicates with the GPU (Graphics processing unit). Firstly, in GPU program-
ming we describe the geometry, normals, UVs (axes of the 2D texture) and set up the parameters
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that will go into shading calculations [19]. Secondly, we program the vertex shader and apply
them independently to each vertex. The objects are then moved to their positions relative to the
camera and other objects [3]. Model transformation translate, rotate, and scale model to its po-
sition in ”the world”. View transformation move object into its position relative to camera [3].
Projection transformation perspective or orthographic projection is used to give depth. Usually
all are combined into a single MVP (Projection, View, Model) matrix [19]. Rasterization maps
points on model surface to pixels of the screen to create fragments [4]. Fragment shaders are
also programmable and they use fragment data to calculate pixel color [19]. Multiple fragments
might be considered to calculate the color of a pixel. They choose the closest fragment for opaque
objects and blend several fragments for transparent objects. Rendering is the final application of
colors to pixels of the screen. It also includes some logic such as blending and depth testing.
Three.js [12] is a free open source JavaScript library [21] designed for general 3D graphics
programming. On top of abstracting from the low-level details of WebGL, it provides limited
fall-back rendering options (regular HTML5 canvas) for platforms without WebGL support. The
library organizes the rendering data and processes in object oriented way into scenes consisting
of meshes (a combination of geometry and material), cameras and lights. Moreover, it provides
many useful presets (materials, cameras, geometries, visual effects), particle system, animation
support, data export/import and useful 3D math functions.
In our application, WebGL and three.js are used for visualization purpose, specifically for
creating different shaders, materials, lighting, camera and rendering them to the scene. In the
scene, we have 3D positional data represented as spheres, points, and lines.
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2.2 HTML5
WebGL is not a part of HTML5 (HyperText Markup Language version 5) standard [2], but
strongly relies upon it. HTML5 introduces new 〈canvas〉 element which offers two contexts:
2D providing methods and properties to draw and manipulate raster graphics, and 3D exposing
WebGL API. In our application, HTML5 is basically used to create the menu options for user
interaction with the system. It enables the users to manipulate the animation and trajectories of
the atoms rendered. It allows the entire scene to be rendered on its canvas element.
2.3 JavaScript and JQuery
JavaScript [12] in both WebGL and Three.js is used to write the control code of the program.
It is used to initialize the WebGL, create arrays to hold the data of the geometry, create buffer
objects by passing the arrays as parameters, create, compile and link the shader programs, create
attributes, enable them and associate them with the buffer objects, associate uniforms, create
transformation matrices and many more.
JQuery [9] is free, open source and the most popular JavaScript library. It simplifies client-
side JavaScript application development in several ways: advanced DOM elements selection and
manipulation, improved event handling and ajax support [18], animating, etc. It is majorly used
in the applicaion for sending requests to fetch data and user-interface manipulation.
2.4 Elasticsearch and JSON
Java API in our application is used to make a call from a client-side to a server-side and the
data is received from the server through a HTTP protocol. It treats server objects as resources that
can be created and destroyed. Elasticsearch [13] is used as a backend of our system for quick data
storage, analysis and search in real time. Elasticsearch is a highly scalable open-source which is
generally used as the underlying engine/technology that powers applications that have complex
search features and requirements.
One of the use-cases used for elasticsearching is that we have analytical need and want to
quickly analyze and visualize a lot of data. In this case, we use Elasticsearch to store our data
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and then the data is pulled with appropriate queries for further processing. For instance, getting
the time elapsed and trajectory length can be evaluated from the 3D scattered data representing
snapshots of atomistic configurations.
The three-dimentional scattered data is stored in the form of JSON [11] which is an ubiqui-
tous internet data interchange format. In a single data fetch, a HTTP request is sent and a single
snapshot of the data is retrieved which is shown below:











... //it goes till (i == size of snapshot-1)
]
Now, if we store the parsed JSON data in some variable, its values are easily accessible by a
simple dot operator.
//loop goes from j = 0 to j < sizeOf snapshot
var x = data[j].x;
var y = data[j].y;
var z = data[j].z;
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2.5 Grails Framework
Grails [20] is an open source platform, a full stack framework that uses groovy for devel-
oping java enterprise applications. It is model-view-controller (MVC) platform that is used for
developing the applications which are used for handling everything from the view layer down
into the persistence layer [17]. Model or data layer contains all the components that represent
and manage data stored in our application. View or presentation layer consists of components
that are responsible for showing to the user the state of data models, and also the actions that they
can execute. Controller or control layer contains the components that receive orders from the
user, manage the business logic over the data model and decide which view should be displayed.
The idea behind using this architecture is that we can switch the underlying technology of any
layer without affecting the other layers. For instance, as our application grew, we switched our
model layer from temporary RAM storage to Elasticsearch index. Also, we added AJAX and
HTML5 for building interactive application. And in these cases, all the business logic stored in
the controller was not modified in anyway.
Upon each HTTP request, Grails identifies which controller it should call based on the defini-
tion set in conf/UrlMappings.groovy. This makes debugging and drilling down the code
much easier. Following format is the default configuration of defining URIs: [controller]/
[action]/[id]. For instance, in our system: atom/trajectorySettings where:
• controller is the first part of the name of our controller after removing the ”Controller”
suffix. In our case, AtomController becomes atom.
• action is the method to be executed. In our case, the method is trajectorySettings
• id is the identifier of domain-class instance.
2.6 System Architecture
The system is best represented by a merge of cliet-server and MVC (model-view-controller)
diagram as shown in Figure 2.2. In the client side, we have web browser. The model and con-
troller are written in Java while the view is written in HTML5, CSS, JavaScript and JQuery. In
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the server side we have model, controller, and elasticsearch service linked to the disk storage
where ES index is stored.
Firstly, the raw three-dimentional positional data from the uploaded file is indexed in a doc-
ument with a POST request in the elasticsearch engine. The document is then saved in the disk
of the computer system in JSON format. Then, at each data fetch, a GET request is sent from
client side to the document and the ES service gets the data in JSON format from the disk (one
configuration block per fetch). The data passes through the controller to the view where it is
rendered in the required manner.
Figure 2.2: Client-server architectural diagram
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Chapter 3
Molecular Dynamics Simulation Data
3.1 Background
The purpose of building the visualization system is to analyze the movements of the atoms of
several species at certain temperature and pressure condition. Any atom moves from one position
to another due to some force. Basically, there are two types of such forces: attractive force and
repulsive force. If any two atoms are too close, they repel each other. If they are within some
minimum and maximum cut-off distances, they attract each other. The force becomes zero when
the two atoms are at the optimal seperation. The Newton’s first law of motion is used to calculate
the atomic positions at different time instants which, in turn, form the atomic trajectories. For an
atom i, we have:







dt = ∆t (3.3)
where mi is the mass, ~ai is the acceleration, ~Fi is the force on an atom i due to all other
atoms j, and N is the total number of atoms. The equation is solved numerically. In our case,
∆t (time step) = 1 fs (femtosecond) = 10−15 seconds, and ~ri(t) = positional coordinates (x,y,z)
of ith atom at time t.
The atoms move with the forces exerted on them due to all other atoms. Simulation is done
by giving different values to temerature, pressure, time steps, etc. This resulting position-time
series dataset is then used as the input of our visualization application. The complete position-
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time series can be expressed as:
D = {P (j∆t) |0 ≤ j ≤ Nstep} (3.4)
where Nstep is the number of snapshots (time steps) or configuration defined as:
P (t) = {piα(x, y, z, t) |i = 1 . . . s} (3.5)
where piα is the position of i
th atom for α species at time t = j∆t [5].
The simulated position datasets vary from several MBs to one GB for the data analyzed in
the study. Loading and storing these data in a lighthanded JavaScript and HTML5 application
has time and memory constraints. These data may contain many parts which are not significant,
and visualizing them generates no new information. So, data need to be manipulated such that
the important information is sustained while the data size is reduced considerably.
3.2 Forsterite (Mg2SiO4) System
Forsterite (Mg2SiO4) is the atomic system considered in our work. A perfect forsterite system
shown in Figure 3.1 consists of 16 formula units so there are 32 Mg, 16 Si and 64 O atoms in the
simulation supercell [22]. Hydrogen defect (which is also referred to as proton since it carries
+1e charge) is incorporated in the forsterite via interstitial or cation-vacancy sites.
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Figure 3.1: The perfect forsterite system at the ambient pressure and 2000 K. Green (medium),
red (large) and blue (small) spheres represent the Mg, Si and O atoms, respectively. Each Si atom
is bonded with four O atoms forming tetrahedron.
Figure 3.2: The structure of perfect forsterite crystal showing Si-O tetrahedra.
Initially, two types of vacancy defect sites were created by removing relevent ion from the
simulation cell. The magnesium vacancy was created by removing the Mg core leaving its two
valence electrons in the supercell and silicon vacancy defect was created by removing the Si core
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leaving its four valence electrons in the supercell. The net charges in the Mg and Si vacancies
are thus 2– and 4–, respectively. Then, the protonic defects were inserted either of these cationic
sites. 2 protons (2H+) were added to the Mg vacant site and 4 protons (4H+) were added to
the Si vacant site at temperature 2200 K. Similarly, the protonic defects were inserted at the
interstitial sites where one hydrogen or two hydrogens were added at 2000 and 2200 K. Finally,
the dynamics of these defective forsterite systems were simulated for a couple of hundreds of
picoseconds (i.e., a couple of thousands of time steps), which produced the position-time series
data used as input for our visualization system.
The overall mobility of atomic species can be quantified by their diffusivity values obtained
from the simulated position-time series data. Table 3.1 shows only hydrogen diffusivity results
for different data sets considered. Here, the filename signifies the number of hydrogen (proton),
the type of defective system, and temperature of the simulation. For instance, HI-2000 stands for
one interstitial-proton system simulated at 2000 K. Similarly, 2HI-2200 represents the case of two
interstitial protons simulated at 2200 K. 2HMg-2200 is a system where 2 protons were added to
the Mg vacant site, and, 4HSi-2200 is a system where 4 protons were added to the Si vacant site.
In the Table 3.1, we see that with the increase in temperature from 2000 to 2200 K, the proton
diffusivity decreases. This is abnormal behavior since the atoms are expected to diffuse faster
as temperature increases. Also the diffusion rates differ significantly between different proton
incorporation mechanisms. Visualization can help us find the underlying physical mechanism.






Run Time (ps) Hydrogen
Diffusivity
(10−9 m2/s)
HI-2000 126050 12505 126 12
HI-2200 144500 14450 144.5 8
2HI-2000 117000 11700 117 50
2HI-2200 155270 15527 155 30
2HMg-2200 232080 23208 230 5
4HSi-2200 210070 21007 210 0.5
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3.3 Data Format
The primary contents of the raw position-time series data are the normalized x, y, z coordi-
nates of the atoms as shown in Figure 3.3. The first few lines consist of metadata, representing
information such as the total rime steps, the number of atoms, the simulation box dimensions
(Lx, Ly and Lx), and the volume of simulation cell, the temperature condition and the simulated
system name. However, the metadata always may or may not be in the same format, and some-
times they might not be present at all. So, the only content important is the 3D coordinate set.
Figure 3.3: Layout of raw positions at multiple time snapshots. It has 5 lines of metadata and
”Direct Configuration” denotes the beginning of a new snapshot (time step) or block.
Generally, ”Direct configuration” line marks the beginning of a new snapshot (time step
or block), and the following rows or lines consist of position coordinates of all atoms for that
snapshot. However, in other cases the marking is just done by a different text or a blank line
or not done at all. Hence, a dynamic file reading which can read files with varying contents of
metadata and snapshot markings is required. Our current system has this feature.
Furthermore, the user provides additional information: species name and their ordered num-
ber in each snapshot, values for the simulation cell dimentions as a 3×3 matrix (lattice vectors),
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and step manipulation values. The Figure 3.4 shows the user-interface for providing the informa-
tion. The information provided can be downloaded as species file, as shown in Figure 3.5. This
file can be reused for similar systems or different systems with minor edits.
Figure 3.4 shows the interstitial forsterate system with one proton. There are 32 magesium,
16 silicon, and 64 oxygen in the system. This information is submitted, and once the species file
is generated, it has all the information about the species color, their starting and ending indices,
chemical symbol and size, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.4: Interface where the user provides the species information.
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4.1 Data Manipulator Application
We have created a seperate application for data manipulation (Figure 4.1). It is a simple java
desktop application built on Gradle which is an open source build automation system. It builds
upon the concepts of Apache Ant and Apache Maven and introduces a groovy-based domain-
specific language (DSL) for declaring the project configuration. The application takes the posi-
tion file and species information file as input and remodels the data based upon user’s selections.
Details are explained in the later sections. We have used two approaches for data reduction:
uniform and non-uniform skipping.
Figure 4.1: Architecture of data manipulator application showing all components including input
and output.
4.1.1 Uniform (Full-Block) Skipping
In uniform skipping we skip multiple snapshots (configuration blocks) repeatedly. The user
inputs the number of snapshots they want to skip over the entire 3D time-varying data file. For
instance, the user input for steps to skip is 10 and the data file has 10,000 configuration blocks or
snapshots. Then, a new reduced file is created such that it writes the first snapshot, skips the next
10 snapshots (2nd-11st), again writes the 12nd snapshot and skips the next 10 blocks and so on till
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the end of file. This way we reduce the size of the file dramatically thus making data analysis
and visualization faster. The scheme is only useful if all the species do not loose any important
information in the skipped steps.
If n is the total number of time steps (configuration blocks) in the system and s is the number
of steps to be skipped, then the total number steps in the resultant file is given by the following
equation:
Number of reduced steps, m = n/s (4.1)
If k is the size of atomic configuration block (that is, the total number of atoms in the simulated
system), then the total number of positions decreases from nk to mk.
For the 2HI-2000 dataset, n = 117000, k = 114 and s = 10, then, m = 117000/10 = 11700.
Initially, the total position is nk = 117000 × 114 = 13338000 and finally, the reduced total
becomes mk = 11700 × 114 = 1333800. The total number of atomic positions decreases from
13 million to about 1.3 million.
The file size used in the study varies from few tens of megabytes to one gigabyte. Loading
such big file causes java.lang.OutOfMemoryError exception, i.e., a run-time memory leak.
Usually, this error is thrown when there is insufficient space to allocate an object in the java heap.
Table 4.1 shows the comparative size and time analysis of two of the datasets used. Both the data
files, have data reduction factor of ten. The loading time decreases fifteen times.
Table 4.1: Uniform skipping analysis: showing the change in file size and loading time


















2HI-2000 511 MB 25 min 5 min 10 46 MB 1.5 min
2HI-2200 679 MB 30 min 7 min 10 62 MB 2 min
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4.1.2 Non-Uniform (Partial-Block) Skipping
Non-uniform skipping is the second approach for data manipulation. In many positional data
sets the positional information of some species or some atoms are valuable while that of some
other species do not contribute much to visualization and analysis. In other words, some species
or atoms in particular are highly mobile and cover large distance while others are confined to
small area. The uniform skipping does not help in these scenarios because we skip data of both
the mobile and immobile species or atoms uniformly. Non-uniform skipping makes it possible
to skip the less-significant positional data selectively, thereby keeping only the significant ones.
This can be done in per-species level or per-atomic level within each configuration block.
In the species level skipping, the system lists out the atomic species (in our case: Mg, Si, O
and H) and the user can select the species to skip. The application then creates a new file with
the complete positional data of first snapshot and that of the unskipped species for the remaining
many snapshots (until the next full snapshot is encountered). The resultant file is then exported.
The file is greately reduced in terms of size with negligible information loss.
In the atomic level skipping, the user has the flexibility of skipping any range of atomic
positional data, ranging from 1 to k where k is the total size of a snapshot (configuration block).
The chosen range is removed from all the snapshots except the initial and selected snapshots
that are kept unchanged. Thus, several particular immobile atomic positions can be removed
irrespective of their entire species.
Skipping is not done at the configuration block level so the total number of configurations
(time steps) remain the same. The number of the steps where skipping is done at atomic or
species level is denoted by s, n is the total original time steps, m = n/s is the reduced number
of steps where no skipping is applied (full configuration block), j is the number of atoms that are
removed in every configuration block where skipping is applied.
In the case of the species-level skipping, j is the total number of atoms of one or more
species selected for skipping. The total number of atomic positions is reduced from nk to mk +
(n−m)(k− j). If the skipping is applied to all configurations except one selected configuration
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(which is used for rendering the background atomic structure), m = 1 and k − j = 1 to 4 protons
if only atomic positions of proton defects are kept by removing all other species.
For the 2HI-2000 dataset, n = 117000, k = 114. Let, m = 1 and k− j = 4 for four protons in
the system. Initially, the total position is nk = 117000×114 = 13338000 and finally, the reduced
total becomes mk + (n −m)(k − j) = 469100. The total number of atomic positions decrease
from 13 million to about 470 thousand. For the case when m = n/s = 10000, the total number
of reduced protons is mk + (n−m)(k− j) = 10000× 114 + (117000− 10000)× 4 = 1568000
or about 1.57 million.
We have to consider the following points for data manipulation:
• In uniform skip, the loading time and file size depend upon the steps skipped while in
species level non-uniform skip, they depend upon the species skipped and finally in the
atomic level non-uniform skip, they depend upon the number of atoms skipped.
• The complete analysis of all the aforementioned datasets is done in Chapter 6. From the
analysis, we see that only hydrogen atom shows considerable movement while all other
atoms have negligible displacement. In such cases, non-uniform skipping will be more
helpful where we can keep the positions of only the mobile atoms and skip the remaining.
• In the Table 4.2, the uniform skipped step is 10 and the non-uniform skipped species are
Si, Mg, and O. Here, we can see that the size and time are greately reduced.
Table 4.2: Non-Uniform skipping analysis: showing the change in file size and loading time




















2HI-2000 511 MB 25 min 46 MB 1.5 min 12 MB 0.2 min




The atomic position datasets must be explored interactively in time and space in order to
extract meaningful information. Interactive visualization helps in exploring the data by mapping
the data into computer images.
5.1 Material System’s Structure
The structure of a three-dimentional positional dataset is rendered as spheres centered at the
provided positions of constituent atoms. The size of the sphere can be made proportional to the
effective ionic radius. For example, hydrogen is showed by the smallest sphere.
5.1.1 Ball Representation
The sphere has three attributes: position, size, and color. The user can update the color and
size of the sphere with a single click and the changes are seen on the canvas. A snapshot consists
of positions of all the species in the material system at a certain time step. When we loop through
the snapshots, we get the animation of all atoms thereby representing the visualization of the
atomic movements during the simulation (Figure 5.1).
geometry = new THREE.BufferGeometry();
positions = new Float32Array(particles * 3 * 26);
colors = new Float32Array(particles * 3 * 26);





geometry.addAttribute(’size’, new THREE.BufferAttribute(sizes, 3));
geometry.computeBoundingSphere();
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Figure 5.1: Initial (left) and 100th (right) snapshots showing atomic structure of 2HI-forsterite
system. The atomic species are shown by spheres with their respective species colors (Mg: green,
Si: red, O: blue, and H: yellow). There are 32 Mg, 16 Si, 64 O and 2H in the system.
We can manipulate the size and color of atoms at both species and structural level by pro-
viding the species name and index number, respectively. We can also manipulate the steps by
updating the start and end steps as needed, and also by increasing the step increment value whose
default value is set to unity. We can zoom in and out the resultant visualization display and can
also set the view from the x, y and z-directions.
5.1.2 Ball and Stick Representation
Any two atoms can come closer to each other only till a certain minimum distance which
is guided by the strong repulsive force that gets dominant at smaller distances [5]. A cutoff-
min distance is the minimum allowable distance between any two atoms and a cutoff-max is the
maximum distance within which two atoms are associated (e.g., bonded) with each other. These
distances vary according to the types of atoms considered. The distribution of other atoms around
each atom lying within a cutoff space window defines the coordination environment [5]. In a
multi-species system, the user selects any pair of species, and bonds (not necessarily chemical
bonds) are extracted and displayed between these species based on the cut-off distance window
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provided. We also count the number of bonds (or connections) which represents the coordination
number.
In our visualization system, the user provides the minimum and maximum cutoff between
any two species (the same or different) and the species themselves. In Figure 5.2, we set the cutoff
minimum and maximum as 0.0 and 0.18, respectively. Ball and stick representations define the
local tetrahedra coordination environment between Si and O.
Figure 5.2: Coordination of Si with respect to O in the 2HI-forsterite system at initial and 100th
snapshots.
5.1.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions
Periodic boundary conditions [5] means that a simulation cell is being replicated throughout
the space, i.e., in all three major dimentions in such a way that an infinite (arbitarily extended)
system is being formed. In other words, the dynamics of the atomic motions in the central cell is
replicated in all other cells. The number of atoms in the simulation cell remains constant. When
an atom leaves the simulation cell, it enters the one the periodic images. This means that the atom
enters the simulation region from the opposite face as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic illustration of periodic boundary conditions in the simulation cell.
5.2 Material System’s Dynamics
In order to understand how and to what extent the constituent atoms in a given material
system move, we consider two approaches: 1) animating atomic positions, and 2) displaying
complete trajectories of the atoms.
The set of positions an atom occupies over the time defines the trajectory of that atom. In a
solid system the trajectories of different atoms do not overlap because each atom remains within
a well-defined region around itself whereas in a liquid system the trajectories are dispersed and
overlapping because atoms move far from their mean positions. Forsterite system is a defect-
bearing solid system. The defect atoms (like hydrogen) and nearby host atoms can move signif-
icantly showing extended trajectories. Trajectories can be of two types: folded trajectories and
unfolded trajectories.
We draw trajectories in two ways: drawing trajectories step by step in an animated matter;
and alternatively, storing all the positional data of the entire configurations and displaying the
trajectory at once at the end. The animated trajectory rendering is preferable for smaller datasets
(few tens of MBs), because one can view the dynamical behavior at every time step. However,
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it might be time consuming for larger datasets for which one-time rendering is preferable. The
additional features of the incremental rendering include the options of changing the color of
individual trajectories such that tracking the motion of individual atom is possible, applying
different color codes in the trajectories for getting the information of their total length, and the
time elapsed. Here, the color codes merge with the individual color of the trajectories such that
we can differentiate the atoms as well as get the desired information simulatenously.
5.2.1 Folded Trajectories
As discussed earlier, when an atom leaves the simulation cell, it enters the cell from the
opposite face. Thus, the atom leaves the cell. This behavior is shown by the folded trajectories
which are always confined within the simulation cell. The entire path of the atom is shown as
a series of points which are discontinuous as they leave and enter from opposite wall. Figure
5.4 (left) shows folded trajectories of the system 16(Mg2SiO4) + H2 for its two hydrogen atoms,
represented by yellow and purple colors. Mg, Si and O trajectories are denoted by green, red,
and blue colors, respectively. We can see that protons travel long distances while Mg, Si and O
atoms are confined in small areas. The trajectories do not get out of the box, thereby representing
the periodic boundary conditions imposed in the simulations.
5.2.2 Unfolded Trajectories
Trajectories that are unfolded become continuous curves extending in the space both inside
and outside the simulation cell. They show the actual nature of motion of any atom more ef-
fectively. The input simulation data sets represent the folded data, which are converted to the
unfolded data by the following code.
//in each data fetch i.e. each snapshot
$(data).each(function (i, row) {
//getting the folded data
var x = row.x;
var y = row.y;
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var z = row.z;
if (isUnfolded(row, i) && _DATA != undefined) {
//calculating the difference
var x1 = x - _DATA[i].dX;
var y1 = y - _DATA[i].dY;
var z1 = z - _DATA[i].dZ;
if (x1 < -0.5) {
x = _DATA[i].dX + (x1 + 1);
} else if (x1 > 0.5) {
x = _DATA[i].dX + (x1 - 1);
}
if (y1 < -0.5) {
y = _DATA[i].dY + (y1 + 1);
} else if (y1 > 0.5) {
y = _DATA[i].dY + (y1 - 1);
}
if (z1 < -0.5) {
z = _DATA[i].dZ + (z1 + 1);
} else if (z1 > 0.5) {
z = _DATA[i].dZ + (z1 - 1);
}







Figure 5.4 (right) shows unfolded trajectories of the forsterite system with two protonic de-
fects. We see that the hydrogen atoms colored yellow and purple travel more distances than
other Mg, Si and O atoms colored green and red and blue, respectively. However, trajectories of
magnesium and oxygen also travel outside the box but only cover small distances.
Figure 5.4: Folded trajctory (left) and unfolded trajectory (right) of the atoms in the 2Hi-forsterate
system drawn as series of points with their respective species colors (Mg: green, Si: red, O: blue,
and H: yellow and purple).
5.3 Color Coding of Information
A variety of information about the structural and dynamical behavior of the simulated ma-
terial system can be coded along the particle-trajectories. For instance, the color of the pixel
representing each position can be varied according to distance travelled, elapsed time by using
appropriate color maps. Figure 5.5 shows the color coded trajectories for displaying the atomic
distances calculated with respect to the time elapsed.
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Figure 5.5: Color coded trajectories of all atoms showing the distance information with a black-
to-green color map (left). The color-map is blended with the species color (Red) in the right
figure.
5.4 Superimposition
While trajectories do not discard any information, the uncorrelated and highly entangled tra-
jectories are difficult to interpret. Further enhancements are required for the information gain
from the visualization. Features like color encoding and changing the color of individual tra-
jectories can be done simultaneously. Superimposition is the combination of atomic structuress
and trajectories. There are three options for the superimposition: default, user-defined and view-
selection superimposition.
5.4.1 Default Superimposition
In default superimposition, the current position of the atoms are rendered as spheres while
all positions (from the time steps) along the trajectory are rendered as points. It is easier to
track the location and path followed by each atomic trajectory. Figure 5.6 shows the default
superimposition where the small spheres are the contemporary positions of the atoms.
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Figure 5.6: Default superimposition: the current position of the species is denoted by the sphere
followed by the tail like trajectories denoting the path followed. (Mg: green, Si: red, O: blue, and
H: yellow and purple).
5.4.2 User-Defined Superimposition
In the user-defined superimposition, the user provides the index number, which is the config-
uration number, and its unique position within the configuration. The corresponding coordinates
are then rendered as spheres. The user can select multiple configuration numbers for the same
or different trajectories individually. They have the flexibility of selecting size and color of the
spheres, such that it is easier to locate the positions. This allows us to visualize the positions of
the selected atom at different snapshots (Figure 5.7). In the figure, we see that there are three
trajectories with unique configuration number or index targetted. They have specific color and
size.
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Figure 5.7: User-defined superimposition: the index and position of the atom is chosen in order
to render that specific position as sphere (left) and the rest is rendered as trajectories.
5.4.3 View-Selection Superimposition
In this type of superimposition, the users are able to view animation of the selected atoms and
trajectories of the remaining atoms in the same canvas. The animation takes place using the folded
data while the trajectories are drawn with the unfolded data. There is a continuous conversion
from folded to unfolded data, which in turn increases the disk access time and processing time.
Furthermore, the species or individual atoms selected to be rendered as sphere can be replicated in
all the major axes and they follow periodic boundary conditions. View selection superimposition
is further divided into two types: species level (Figure 5.8) and atomic level (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.8: Species level view selection superimposition: Mg and Si are selected to be rendered
as spheres, while H is rendered as trajectory.
Figure 5.9: Atomic level view selection superimposition: three perticular atomic indices are
selected to be rendered as spheres and the remaining ones are rendered as trajectories.
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In Figure 5.8, we see that all Mg, Si and O atoms are rendered as spheres, while the H
atoms are rendered as trajectories. We have also selected replication along the y- and z- axis.
Similarly, in Figure 5.9, the user has selected three atoms or indices to be rendered as spheres
and also selected replication in all three axes. The initial and final positions of the trajectories are
rendered.
5.5 System’s Time Analysis
Our system follows a cycle (Figure 5.10) where it fetches data block by block (configuration
by configuration) with the HTTP GET request to the ES server. The response is received in a
JSON format which is further parsed to a list. The list consists of the 3D positional coordinates
of each atom in that snapshot. These data are saved in a vertex buffer and added to the scene.
The scene is finally rendered and the process continues for the next block till the last block
(or any user-defined termination block). Now, each step takes a finite processing time. Clock-
functions are set to evaluate the data fetching and rendering time for finite range of configurations
in different defective fosterite systems. We could find the total time taken for the entire dataset
as well as per configuration (to fetch or to render). During the entire process, a constant CPU
utilization of 12% was observed.
Figure 5.10: Data fetching, buffering and rendering cycle which continues till the last configura-
tion (block) or till a user defined termination step.
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5.5.1 Data Fetch Analysis
Table 5.1 shows that the time taken to fetch the multiples of 4000 configurations for the
2HMg–forsterite system having the positional data file of size 91 MB. The rate of fetching each
block in every bundle of 4000 configurations (tile steps) is almost constant. In every data fetch, a
packet of about 11 KB was fetched at the average speed of 9.3 ms.
Table 5.1: Data fetching timing for the 2HMg -forsterite system.






5.5.2 Analysis of Animated Structures
The average rendering time (which also includes the data fetching time) per configuration
(time step) is 0.06 sec, which gives an interactive frame rate. Table 5.2 shows that the time
taken to animate atoms in multiples of 4000 configurations. The rate of rendering each block
(configuration) in every bundle of 4000 configurations is almost constant. This analysis was
performed for 2HI and 2HMg–forsterite systems having the positional data file of size 62 and 91
MB, respectively.
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Table 5.2: Data rendering timing for the 2HI and 2HMg -forsterite systems.











5.5.3 Analysis of Trajectories
Trajectory rendering is done in two ways as illustrated in Figure 5.11. In the static trajectory,
the data blocks are fetched, buffered, and added to the scene till the last step (or any user-defined
termination step), one step per cycle. The rendering of the complete trajectories is done once
at the end. In animated trajectory, rendering is done multiple times within a single cycle (every
time a data block is fetched and added to the buffer). Such animation is suitable for smaller
dataset where the user can view and manipulate the properties of the trajectories in real time and
visualize the progressive motion at each time-step.
The total time taken to render the complete trajectory for 2HMg -forsterite system was found
to be 2.93 hours (Table 5.3) and 0.15 hours (Table 5.4) with the animated and static rendering,
respectively. Thus, the trajectory rendering time is reduced by a factor of 20 from the animated to
static rendering. Table 5.3 shows that the total rendering time of animated trajectories increases
linearly with the number of configurations (n). This is because multiple renderings are done at
each time step in animated trajectories. In other words, in first configuration, rendering is done
one time and in second configuration rendering is done two times (current buffer + previous
buffer), and so on. But in static trajectory, single rendering is done at a constant average time of
0.03 sec (Table 5.4).
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Figure 5.11: Data fetching, buffering and rendering cycle (black arrow for both animated and
static trajectories; blue arrow for static trajectory only; and red arrow for animated trajectory
only).
Table 5.3: Animated trajectory rendering timing for the 2HI and 2HMg -forsterite systems.












Table 5.4: Static trajectory rendering timing for the 2HMg-forsterite system.















Visualization Application Case Studies
Visualization-based analysis of forsterite (Mg2SiO4) system with one and two protonic de-
fects at the interstitial site is done at 2000 K and 2200 K using the first-principles MD simulation
datasets: HI-2000, HI-2200, 2HI-2000, and 2HI-2200. Table 3.1 shows that with temperature
increase from 2000 to 2200 K, the hydrogen (proton) diffusivity value decreases. This is an ab-
normal case because the atoms are expected to diffuse faster at higher temperature. There may
be different scenarios. First, the mobility of proton (hydrogen ion) is high but the net distance
covered is small, which may be due to the back and forth motions that cancel eachother. Second,
the atoms do not move at the same rate throughout the simulation process. Sometimes they move
fast and sometimes they move slow. Here, we consider finite simulation runs (e.g., a couple of
hundred picoseconds) so there is a possibility of capturing slow dynamic regime.
The atomic movement in the forsterite system with the cation vaccancy protons is analyzed
at 2200 K. Table 3.1 shows that the hydrogen diffusivity in vacant magnesium site (2HMg-2200)
with two protons is larger than that in vacant silicon site with four protons (4HSi-2200). It is
important to understand how these protons (individually or collectively) move in and out of their
site of incorporation.
Our purpose is to understand the dynamical behavior of the protons by examining the ge-
ometries and extents of their trajectories. We make quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
proton movements. In quantitative analysis, we calculate the net distance covered by the protons
between their original and final positions. Qualitative analysis involves the examination of the
movement patterns along the three different directions.
6.1 Quantitative Analysis
The 3D distance formula is used to calculate the distance between the initial and final posi-
tions of corresponding atoms. However, our input spatio-temporal data are normalized and are in
the range [0, 1]. These position coordinates should be multiplied by the simulation cell dimen-
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sions (lattice vectors) for correct distance calculation. These cell dimensions (Lx, Ly, and Lz) are
recorded in the species file along with other information. The distance formula is:
d =
√
(xi − xf )2 · L2x + (yi − yf )
2 · L2y + (zi − zf )
2 · L2z (6.1)
where (xi, yi, zi) is the initial position and (xf , yf , zf ) is the final position for the atom under
consideration. Note that the positions are unfolded (i.e., the periodic boundary conditions are
removed).
Table 6.1 shows the net distances covered by the the interstitial and vacant cationic protons.
We have Lx = 9.415 Å, Ly = 10.04 Å and Lz = 11.79 Å, where 1 Å = 10−10 m. We can see that
the single interstitial proton covers less distance at 2200 K than at 2000 K. For two interstitial
protons, H1 travels much more at 2200 K compared to 2000 K. The second proton H2 covers
similar distances at both temperatures. At the Mg-vacant site, H2 travels much more than H1. At
the Si-vacant site, two protons H2 and H3 cover significant distances. It appears that only H2 is
caplable of escaping the vacant sites in both the cases. Our system can calculate the net distances
the atoms have covered at any time instant with respect to their initial positions. Furthermore,
visualization will helps us find the details of atomic movements to explain the net distance results.
Table 6.1: Net distance calculations for various protonic defects in the simulated forsterite sys-
tem.
Filename Proton label Initial position Final position d (Å)
HI-2000 H (0.4168, 0.3902, 0.9893) (-0.9913, 1.7373, 1.2428) 19.2
HI-2200 H (0.5210, 0.5527, 0.4724) (-0.3005, -0.3642, 0.7589) 12.5
2HI-2000 H1 (0.7623, 0.7122, 0.7768) (0.6086, 0.7791, 0.7692) 1.6
H2 (0.4168, 0.3902, 0.9893) (0.3614, 0.6808, 0.3182) 8.5
2HI-2200 H1 (0.0749, 0.7967, 0.0681) (0.6695, 0.3033, 0.8037) 11.5
H2 (0.5341, 0.2170, 0.7536) (0.3347, 0.7263, 0.2854) 7.8
2HMg-2200 H1 (0.0848, 0.9110, 0.0262) (0.1239, 0.9513, 0.2614) 2.8
H2 (0.8926, 0.0743, 0.9772) (0.0546, 0.1437, 0.2770) 11.9
4HSi-2200 H1 (0.4660, 0.5249, 0.3759) (0.45367, 0.3883, 0.2994) 1.7
H2 (0.3280, 0.1971, 0.5054) (1.4824, 0.54208, 1.4221) 15.7
H3 (0.4754, 0.3796, 0.2869) (0.4304, 0.2036, 0.7801) 6.1
H4 (0.4967, 0.3149, 0.4323) (0.4355, 0.3102, 0.4864) 0.9
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6.2 Qualitative Analysis
Our qualitative analysis focuses on the movement patterns followed by the proton defects at
the interstitial and cationic Mg and Si vacant sites. We visualize the atomic positional data by
merging animation (i.e., rendering atomic configuration at each time step going through succes-
sive time steps) with trajectories (i.e., allowing complete representation by rendering positions of
all atoms at all-time steps as points). Additional information can be also coded along the particle
trajectories. Then, we view the results from all three major axes (x-, y-, and, z-direction) and an-
alyze their patterns. The number of simulation cell dimension distances travelled and the number
of back and forth motions of the protons along each direction are also extracted.
6.2.1 Dynamics of One Interstitial Proton
The HI-forsterite system 16(Mg2SiO4) + H1 was simulated at two temperatures: 2000 and
2200 K. We call them as system 1 and system 2. Our general expectation would be to observe
more protonic movement in system 2 than in system 1 because of its high temperature. However,
Table 6.1 implies that the case is opposite. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 help us finding the underlying
reasons.
Figure 6.1: Views of HI-forsterite system from the x−, y−, and z− directions at 2000 K. Time
elapsed is encoded with black-to-green colormap. Si atoms are shown by the purple spheres (Mg
and O atoms are not shown for the shake of clarity).
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Figure 6.2: Views of HI-forsterite system from the x−, y−, and z− directions at 2200 K. Time
elapsed is encoded with black-to-green colormap. Si atoms are shown by the purple spheres (Mg
and O atoms are not shown for the shake of clarity).
In Figures 6.1 and 6.2, we see a color coded trajectory of H1 atom in system 1 and system
2, respectively viewed from the x−, y− and z− directions. The varying color of the pixels
represents each position based on the time elapsed while travelling through time step 0 to time
step 11500 (system 1) or 13143 (system 2). The initial color of the hydrogen trajectory is red,
and the red color merges with the black to green color band, thus converting to yellow towards
the end. We can extract the qualitative information by visualizing system 1 and 2 as follows:
• Almost linear continuous motion occurs along the x-direction. Denser layers in system 2
than in system 1 illustrates that there are more back and forth motions of the protons during
the course of simulation.
• Large hops between different layers occur along the y-direction covering four layers in
system 1 and three layers in system 2. Thus, the net distance travelled along the y-direction
is larger than in system 1.
• Clear zig-zag motion occurs along the z-direction. The net motion along the z-direction is
small.
• Several reverse motions can be seen, as shown by the mixture of bluish and greenish pixel
colors, i.e., no gradual change in color observed. The protons move back and forth thus
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cancelling the net distance travelled. Such motions are more frequent in system 2 than in
system 1. This explains the quantitative difference.
6.2.2 Dynamics of Two Interstitial Protons
Let us consider 2HI-2000 and 2HI-2200 as system 3 and system 4, each having two protons:
H1 and H2. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 help us explaining the difference in the net protonic movements
at the two temperatures.
Figure 6.3: Views of 2HI-forsterite system from the x−, y−, and z− directions at 2000 K. The
upper three images represent the trajectories based on species color (H1: yellow, and H2 blue)
and the lower three images show the time elapsed information encoded with a white-to-green
colormap. Si atoms are denoted by the red spheres.
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Figure 6.4: Views of 2HI-forsterite system from the x−, y−, and z− directions at 2200 K.
Trajectories based on species color (H1: yellow, and H2: blue ) (upper three images) and time
elapsed (lower three images) are rendered.
The qualitative information we can obtain from system 3 and system 4 is listed below:
• There is a difference in the motion of H1 and H2. H1 is less mobile than H2 in system 3
whereas H1 is more mobile than H2 in system 4. This supports the quantitative difference
shown in Table 6.1.
• In system 3, the motion of H1 is mostly along the x− and z− directions while H2 moves
in all three directions. In system 4 both hydrogens (H1 and H2) cover almost the same area
and have similar pattern of motion in all three directions.
• In system 3, there is linear motion with small hops from one layer to another along the
x− direction. H1 has a single layer movement while H2 has multi-layer movement. The
denser parts illustrate that there are more repetitions of path (reverse motion of the protons)
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during the course of simulation. In system 4, the pattern followed is the same with H1 and
H2 having net movements of almost one simulation distance.
• In system 3, the motion along the y− direction is negligible for H1, while the motion is half
a simulation distance for H2. The total motion of H2 is almost three times the total motion
of H1 along the y− direction. In system 4, the motion along y direction is negligible for
both protons. The initial and final positions are almost co–linear. H2 travels in 3 distinct
layers while H1 travels in 4 distinct layers.
• In system 3, the net z-directional motion is seen more in H1 than in H2. Both the protons
move more than one block (one simulation cell) along z-axis. The motion is zig-zag. In
system 4, the pattern of motion is same. The gross motion is more than one block (one
simulation cell), however, the net motion between the initial and final position is half a
blong along the z-direction.
6.2.3 Dynamics of Two Protons Incorporated at Vacant Mg Site
We visualized the dynamical behavior of two protons that replace one of the Mg atoms in
the Mg2SiO4 forsterite at 2200 K. These protons are denoted as H1 and H2 with blue and yellow
colors initially assigned. These initial colors merge with the white-to-green colormap for time
information, and turn gradually into bluish green and yellowish green, respectively. The initial
and final positions of H1 are closer than those of H2 when viewed from the x− and y-direction.
Also, the protons spend a lot of time at a certain region (pocket) about the Mg-site, and somehow
escapes from the pocket (one at a time). They again get trapped into similar pocket (a periodic
image of the original Mg-vacant site).
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Figure 6.5: Trajectories of protons incorporated at vacant Mg site viewed along the x−, y−, and
z-directions at 2200 K. The top three images show the blue colored trajectories of H1 atom, the
middle three images show the yellow trajectories of H2 atom. The bottom three images show the
time encoded trajectories of both the atoms.
The qualitative information we can obtain from the system is listed below:
• The probability of finding the protons is high near the vacant Mg-site. One of the protons
eventually escapes from the pocket to the interstitial region. The other proton also escapes
from the pocket when the first one re-enters the posket.
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• The net movements of protons in the x-direction are almost equal to one simulation length.
However, their total movements are more than 2 simulation lengths. The reverse motion
cancel each other.
• A lot of back and forth motion occurs in the z-direction and the net distance is small. The
protons never jump one simulation cell length.
• The protons move a simulation length with back and forth motion along the y-direction.
The net motion remains small.
6.2.4 Dynamics of Four Protons Incorporated at Vacant Si Site
We visualized the movements of four protons that replace one of the Si atoms in the forsterite
system at 2200 K. These protons are denoted as H1, H2, H3, and H4 with their initial colors
shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Initial colors selected for four protons.
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Figure 6.7: Trajectories of protons incorporated at vacant Si site viewed along the x−, y−, and
z−directions. The top three images show the purple colored trajectory of most mobile H2 atom,
the middle three images show the pink colored trajectory of least mobile H4 atom. The bottom
three images show the time encoded trajectories of all four atoms.
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As shown in Figure 6.7, one proton (H2) make the movement of more than one simulation
length. The other three protons (H1, H3 and H4) show the short back-and-forth movements and
remain confined in the local neighborhood around the vacant Si site. Only H2 manages to escape
from the vacant site to interstitial region, covering large distance which is much larger than the
net distances covered by other three protons (Table 6.1).
The qualitative information we can obtain from the system is listed below:
• The probability of finding the protons near the vacant site is higher so they spend most of
their time in this local neighborhood or pocket. At most, only one proton gets to escape
from the vacant site.
• The net movement of H2 in the x-direction is slightly more than one simulation length but
the net movements of H2, H3 and H4 along the x-direction are much smaller.
• The H2 atom which manages to escape from the pocket covers four or more full simulation
cell lengths.
• The escaped proton (H2) travels less than a half simulation length along the y-direction. It
covers one ore more full simulation length along the z-direction. A lot of back-and-forth
motion occurs for these directions.
• The pattern of movement of the escaped protons in the non-vacant areas closely resembles
that of the interstitial protons.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis presents a web-based data visualization system for atomic position-time series
obtained from materials simulations. It can process spatio-temporal datasets of different sizes
by providing the flexibility to manipulate, render, and analyze the data. For large data set, the
preprocessing step of data reduction is performed by identifying unimportant (less important)
portions of the data. For instance, in the forsterite (Mg2SiO4) system considered in this study,
protons (hydrogen ions) are highly mobile in comparison to all other atoms. Discarding large
fractions of the positional data of the immobile atomic species reduces the data size considerably
for further processing without any critical information loss. The data manipulator allows us to
skip any range of atomic configurations uniformly or non-uniformly.
Our web-based visualization system (Figure 7.1) processes the data by creating a JSON struc-
ture, which can be queried quickly using Elasticsearch. Atomic configuration corresponding to
a time step is visualized by rendering the atoms as spheres with an option of showing inter-
atomic bonds/connections. The atomic structure can be animated by rendering all configurations
sequentially. On other hand, the trajectories are obtained by rendering atoms as points for all con-
figurations (time steps) together. The system allows us to manipulate the atomic trajectories at the
individual level so that the dynamics of each particle can be examined in detail. The trajectories
can also encode the additional information such as the time elapsed and the distance travelled
using appropriate color maps. The atomic structure and trajectories are superimposed so that one
can explore the movements of mobile atoms in relation to the three-dimensional arrangement
formed by less mobile atoms.
We used our newly implemented web-based visualization system to explore the dynamical
behavior of protons (hydrogen ions) in the forsterite (Mg2SiO4) system – an abundant mineral
of Earths upper mantle. The simulation position-time data sets used are for the three types of
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of the web-based visualization system showing all components including
input and output.
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protonic defects: a) one or two protons incorporated at interstitial site, b) two protons substituted
Mg site, and c) four protons substituted Si site at temperatures 2000 and 2200 K. The detailed
visualization reveals several interesting features:
• The interstitial protons are much more mobile than the cation-vacancy protons (those in-
corporated at Mg or Si vacant site).
• The protons show anisotropic movement with high mobility along the x-direction. The
motion is limited and occurs in jumps along the y- and z-directions.
• Motion reverses its direction at full simulation box length-scale or even at longer distances.
Because of such back and forth movements, the net distance covered by proton (consid-
ering the initial and final positions) can vary considerably within the finite durations of
simulation. The net distance travelled at higher temperature sometimes can be smaller than
that at lower temperature as we found in the case of the interstitial protons between 2200
and 2000 K.
• The Mg vacancy protons appear to be more mobile and show more extended trajectories
than than the Si vacancy protons. In each case, only one proton manages to eventually
escape from the vacant site while other proton(s) remain confined in the local neighbor-
hood. This means that only one proton per vacant site is actually contributing to the proton
diffusion/conduction process.
Our work represents a simplistic (direct) web-based rendering of the simulated position-time
series data with the main focus on the analysis of the dynamical behavior of protonic defects in
materials. While its usefulness has been demonstrated for a real material problem, the proposed
system needs improvement on several fronts. The rendering quality should be improved so that
the 3D geometries and extents of the trajectories and also 3D atomic structures can be assessed
more effectively and interactively. Our time-efficiency analysis shows that the system can load
the positon-time data of size up to 1 GB in few minutes. The atomic structure can be animated
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smoothly with interactive frame rates achievable. However, the trajectory processing is slow. De-
pending on the size of the data, the total processing time varies from several seconds to several
minutes, and even to an hour. We need to speed up the trajectory processing and to also enhance
the capability to handle larger datasets than those considered in the present study. More useful in-
formation can be extracted and rendered on the fly to aid visualization. These improvements will
help us in gaining useful structural and dynamical information from more materials simulation
data which are widely generated.
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